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NEW QUESTION: 1
SERVICE AGENTS ARE REQUIRED TO CONFIRM A USER IDENTITY BEFORE
PROVIDING SUPPORT INFORMATION OVER THE PHONE. WHAT FEATURE CAN
AN APP BUILDER USE TO HELP AGENTS MEET THIS REQUIREMENT?
A. Guided Action Flows on the record page
B. Case Validation Rules
C. Include Surveys as a Case related list
D. Add Path to the top of the Case layout
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
How would you respond to an objection that a Cisco Unified
Computing System solution is expensive and may not have a good
ROI?
A. Cisco UCS C-Series servers reduce long-term TCO by storing
excessive power in onboard batteries.
B. Cisco UCS C-Series servers offer a cost-effective solution
where customers buy only what they need, reducing upfront costs
while offering integration possibilities in the future.
C. Competitive solutions use less physical cabling and thus
have less redundancy.
D. Cisco UCS C-Series servers allow easy integration with your
existing server implementation by supporting legacy hardware
such as RISC processors.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following is true regarding the Hybrid WAN
deployment model for branch connectivity?
A. It can provide QoS capabilities for essential traffic.
B. It sacrifices network availability to reduce costs.
C. It supports only single-router configurations.
D. It is the least expensive deployment model.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Section: Enterprise Network Design Explanation
Explanation:
The Hybrid WAN deployment model for branch connectivity can
provide Quality of Service (QoS) capabilities for essential
traffic. Cisco defines three general deployment models for
branch connectivity:
MPLS WAN
Hybrid WAN
Internet WAN
The Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) WAN deployment model
can use a single-router configuration with connections to
multiple MPLS service providers or a dual-router configuration
where each router has a connection to one or more MPLS service
providers. Service provider diversity ensures that an outage at
the service provider level will not cause an interruption of
service at the branch. The MPLS WAN deployment model can
provide service-level agreement (SLA) guarantees for QoS and
network availability through service-provider provisioning and
routing protocol optimization. Although using multiple MPLS
services provides increased network resilience and bandwidth,
it also increases the complexity and cost of the deployment
when compared to other deployment models.

The Hybrid WAN deployment model can use a single or dual-router
configuration and relies on an MPLS service provider for its
primary WAN connection and on an Internet-based virtual private
network (VPN) connection as a backup circuit. Unlike the MPLS
WAN deployment model, the Hybrid WAN deployment model cannot
ensure QoS capabilities for traffic that passes over the backup
circuit. Because of this QoS limitation, low-priority traffic
is often routed through the lower cost Internet VPN circuit
whereas high-priority traffic is routed through the MPLS
circuit. This can reduce the bandwidth requirements of the MPLS
circuit and lower the overall cost of the deployment without
sacrificing network resilience or QoS capabilities for
essential traffic.
The Internet WAN deployment model can use a single or
dual-router configuration and relies on an Internet-based VPN
solution for primary and backup circuits. Internet service
provider (ISP) diversity ensures that carrier level outages do
not affect connectivity between the branch and the central
site.
Because the Internet WAN deployment model uses the public
Internet, its QoS capabilities are limited.
However, the Internet WAN deployment model is the most cost
effective of the three models defined by Cisco.
Reference:
CCDA 200-310 Official Cert Guide, Chapter 7, Branch
Connectivity, p. 271

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which solution would address your requirement to encrypt data
that will be stored in several SAN-attached storage systems,
including both disk arrays and tape libraries?
A. EMC VPLEX
B. VMAX [email&#160;protected]
C. Cisco SME
D. PowerPath/VE with RSA Encryption
Answer: C
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